Static load in the nursing profession; the silent killer?
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Abstract. Traditionally back pain in the nursing profession is associated with heavy lifting of patients. Although there is a strong relationship between heavy loads on the spine and lifting patients, literature indicates that there is a major factor that should not be underestimated: static load. Static load can be defined as the result of static, not moving, not dynamic, working positions. For example when a caregiver is washing a patient on a bed which is too low, her back is in a static (bended) stooped position up to several minutes. Exposure to static load is an underestimated silent killer of nurses musculoskeletal system. There is evidence from this cross-sectional study that static load can be reduced by a combination of introducing the right equipment, creating awareness and education.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally back pain in the nursing profession is associated with heavy lifting of patients. Although there is a strong relationship between heavy loads on the spine and lifting patients, literature indicates that there is a major factor that should not be underestimated: static load. In spite of all sorts of efforts across the world, occupational back pain among nurses leads to high costs for health care facilities and personal suffering for nurses and ergonomic solutions remain necessary [3-7]. Therefore it is important to look at possibly underestimated sources of physical load.

2. Method

2.1. Static load

Static load can be defined as the result of static, not moving, not dynamic, working positions. For example when a caregiver is washing a patient on a bed which is too low, her back is in a static (bended) stooped position up to several minutes. Some researchers refer to this kind of physical load as 'covert load' as the load is not visible. Static load can be strenuous for two reasons. First of all the weight of the caregivers own trunk, arms and head places a strain on the back, neck and shoulder area. These parts of the body make up about two thirds of one's total body weight. The more the caregiver bends forward, the greater these loads become. Secondly the muscles in the area's mentioned must stabilize the trunk, head and arms. This requires a great deal of muscle power, which rapidly increases the more the caregiver bends forward. If the posture must be maintained for any length of time, muscle fatigue and pain can occur quickly.

2.2. Static load in research: the impact of a silent killer

Still the majority of back pain prevention programs around the globe focus on lifting and handling of patients. The question can be raised why still so little attention in back pain prevention programs is paid to...
static load. Even Florence Nightingale wrote in one of her books that 'The nurse should have easy access to both sides of the bed and should be able reach any part of the patient without having to bend over'. This was in 1859. In daily nursing practice nowadays this so-called 'silent killer' still lies in waiting during static load tasks like washing, showering and bathing.

As stated above there is not much attention for static load in working condition programs in the literature. Engels et al. studied the effects of an ergonomic educational course on postural load, perceived physical exertion and biomechanical errors. The trainees showed a significant improvement in the number and percentage of harmful postures and biomechanical errors, whereas the controls did not.

3. Results

An in depth static load reduction program was evaluated by Knibbe and Brinkhoff [1, 7]. The program consisted of a one-day training program on reducing static load for all caregivers, weekly reminders to create awareness, a survey among all caregivers, presentation of the results of this survey, questions were asked during group sessions to encourage caregivers to think about problem tasks and solutions regarding static load, individual support from Ergo-Coaches, an information booklet with basic information about static load, a 30-minute e-learning module, use of ergonomic aids such as the multipurpose shower chair, a two-hour training session on the use of this chair and a number of height-adjustable stools for use in patients' rooms. The results were positive. Before the ErgoStat programme the percentage of working hours spent in static overloaded position was 34. After the ErgoStat program it dropped to 25%. During showering and washing it dropped from 54 % to 25%.

4. Guidelines

In order to reduce the static load, and by doing so potentially gaining time and improving quality of care, clear guidelines are required. In The Netherlands guidelines are implemented and reinforced by the Dutch labor inspectorate [6,7]. Also an ISO standard 11226 is available stating that trunk flexion between 0° and 20° is acceptable and more than 60° is not acceptable.

5. Conclusions

Exposure to static load is an underestimated silent killer of nurses musculoskeletal system. There is evidence that it can be reduced by a combination of introducing the right equipment, creating awareness and education.
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